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RUSSIAN-UKRAINIAN MINISTRY NEWSLETTER
The camp, as expected, is a wonderful experience
for all who attend. Victories for Christ were apparent
with a baptism and with the Bible studies and worship
services being so very well attended this year.
Some returning faces brought smiles to our
Ukrainian friends after absences. William and Lyuba
Wharton, and Sara Force-Williams returned to camp
after a year’s absence in 2012. David Reed, Bryan
Jarvis, and Bill Braun returned after longer absences
from camp.
And lastly, one team member, David Lasater,
stayed behind to provide a longer term connection
with the people of Dzerzhinsk.
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Summer Camp 2013
This newsletter represents another first for the
Russian-Ukrainian Newsletter and for the Ministry it
represents. This issue is actually being sent to you
from Sumy, Ukraine. Before continuing, I want to
personally thank each and every person whose support has made this possible.
Summer Camp 2013 began in earnest 24 June
2013. This was an exceptional camp with nineteen
Americans and twenty-two Ukrainian foreign language students coming together to host 135 children
for the 13th annual Dzerzhinsk Summer Camp.
The 2013 camp differed is some aspects from past
camps. For one thing, Americans had the opportunity
to spend up to three weeks in Dzerzhinsk. The third
week was added to provide ample time to follow up
with the families of school children attending camp
and offer invitations to Church and Bible studies.
Another difference was an enhanced method of
immersing the translators into the curriculum. Facilitation of week one activities was a shared event offering learning activities mixed with an appropriate level
of team building.
Medical tests were required of everyone this year.
Americans could either bring verification of a long list
of medical tests from their family doctor or could have
the tests performed during week one of the camp.
Most Americans chose the former to avoid the latter.
The English Language students were not as fortunate
as they had to submit to the medical tests during
week one. Although it was very disruptive to the
learning process during week one, it fulfilled a Health
Department requirement.

Pictured above is the Summer Camp 2013 Team. We are
very blessed to have representation from so many outstanding young Ukrainians without whose support the
camp would be impossible.
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Team Work

In preparation for class room presentations, two
teams are shown studying the curriculum. This exercise was designed for the English Language students to learn the course material. Additionally it
provided a platform on which to improve language
speaking skills during the presentation phase of the
learning process.
“For just as the body is one and has many
members, and all the members of the body,
though many, are one body, so it is with
Christ. 13 For in one Spirit we were all baptized into one body—Jews or Greeks, slaves or
free—and all were made to drink of one
Spirit.”

In the above two pictures, English language students present to their peers and American teachers a synopsis of a
lesson from the children’s work book. Julia and Anastasiia
in the top picture with Vlad and Julia in the bottom picture.
The synopsis was developed in small group activities. Each
team developed material from each of the ten characteristics of Christian behavior to be taught in week two.

1 Corinthians 12:12-13

After each presentation, the completed chart papers were taped to the walls as a visible reminder of each lesson. The charts eventually stretched to the end of the hall and back again up the other side.
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Dzerzhinsk Summer Camp, 2013 Classes

Class #1, Kindergarten-3rd grade. Teacher, Sara
Williams. Translators Ksenia Biserova and Nastya
Skurko.

Class #3, 4th-5th grade. Teacher Bill Braun.
Translators, Anastasiia Omelych and Julia Kudelina.

Class #4, 4th-5th grade. Teacher Wes Force.
Translators Tanya Kolodiy and Lena Koraneva.
Class #2, Kindergarten-3rd grade Teachers Bryan
Jarvis, & Matthew Young. Translators Julia
Demidenko and Liza Makarenko.
Camp Health
What would we do without the assistance of a camp
nurse? Registered Nurse, Terry Braun, wife of Bill
Braun, teacher, provides health classes for the classroom students as well as tending to the common
everyday health issues that occur. Terry has been
an active part of the camp for many years providing
a first line of defense for teachers and students alike.
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Dzerzhinsk Summer Camp, 2013 Classes

Class #5, Middle School. Teacher Larry Cline.
Translator Oksana Heohdzhayeva.

Class #7, High School Boys. Teacher David Lasater.
Translators, Vitalik Kushnyerov and Seva
Glushchenko.

Class #6, Middle School. Teacher David Reed.
Translators, Anna Levasova and Tayna Voloshenko, .

Class #8, High School Girls. Teacher Patrice Bidwell.
Translators, Natasha Kurapceva and Julia Zakharchenko.

Just ask Wes!

Camp T-Shirts ready to be distributed.
Photo on left, shows Camp T-Shirts ready for distribution. For the past two years, Wes Force has designed and had manufactured camp t-shirts. Sufficient quantities of shirts are purchased to provide a
shirt to everyone associated with the camp.
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Church Devotionals and Fellowship

Standing in the street after Bible study pictured from L-R are: Susan, Anna, Natasha,
Vlad, Bryan, Natasha, Oksana, Victor, and
Sveta.

Mae Lewis teaches an evening ladies Bible
class as Dasha Bzenyuk translates. Below,
Mae’s audience listens attentively.

Mike with Sasha and Lyda after an evening
Bible class. The children attended Bible
Camp and said that they loved Larry and
Cooper.
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Visiting in the Home

During week three, approximately 26 families
were visited either at school #10 or in the home of
a child who attends schools 10 or 13.
Pictured above is Jura, his son Yuri, and wife
Lyuba. Jura is holding his discharge paper from
the Soviet army. He was sent to Chernobyl where
he received the maximum dose of radiation within
two months after his arrival there. He and his
family live on a small pension. Jura suffers from
illnesses related to radiation poisoning. His son is
fed in the School 13 feeding program. Lyuba says
there are days when they do not have enough to
eat.

This is Nadia and her two children Sasha
and Lyda. Nadia came to every Bible class
after being invited during our visit.

As one might expect, when visiting in the
home of a Ukrainian, be prepared to eat.
On this visit, a full meal had been prepared
in advance of our arrival.

A happy Ukrainian grandmother and her two
grandchildren whom she is raising.
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21 Years and Counting

Natasha Kurapceva, (lower right picture seated on
your left) a student from several years ago and a
translator in this years camp shared some old
photos from summer camps long ago. Go get the
magnifying glass to find your picture or to recall
someone you once knew.

On the eve of our departure, Tamara, the lady with
whom Susan and I were staying, retrieved a Bible
from a desk and opened it to share an inscription
with Susan and me. The seed planted twenty-one
years ago still produces fruit today.

Here is Natasha Kurapceva receiving her very first
ESV English language Bible. Natasha is a teacher
in the Dzerzhinsk school system and served as a
translator during the camp.
Pictured on the right is Bill Wharton with Tatiana
Alexandrovna Mitkalova, Director of School #10,
whose support for the camp has been unwavering.
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School Lunch Program

Bill Braun and Larry Cline conduct a middle
school Bible class. Translating are Seva
Glushchenko and Vlad Borisenko.
The school lunch program continues to provide a nourishing meal for deserving children attending schools # 10 and #13. Here
children have lunch during one of the active
camp days.

Camp Musings: Where are you now?
Sitting in the Detroit airport waiting for the flight to Amsterdam, the chatter of traffic from passing tourists and
businessmen create a twilight-like state perfect for taking a reflexive look at this year’s summer’s camp. It has
been about two and a half months since Summer Camp
2013 ended. For the Americans who made the trek this
past June and July, camp is just a memory. For the children in Dzerzhinsk the next camp is being highly anticipated. In his book, When Helping Hurts, Author John
Lupton states that the emotional high that comes with
doing short term mission work ebbs after about an eight
week period upon returning home. If that is true, you
have settled into your “normal” routine with thoughts of
camp coming up less and less frequently in your daily
thoughts and prayers. I hope that while you read these
pages, revisiting your photos, and Facebook postings
you will once again be filled with the euphoria that keeps
you coming back year after year. When asked if they
will return the following year every “first-timer” will respond with a resounding “YES.” It’s easy to say yes
when the glow of an emotional high is present, but it
becomes a little more unsure when you find yourself
back in a routine surrounded by the cares of daily life.
No, this newsletter is not late. It’s on-time to help you
rekindle the warmth in which you found yourself while at
camp; surrounded by fellow campers and children all
awash in God’s Love. Well, it is time to board the plane
to Amsterdam and on to Ukraine. I hope to see you in
Ukraine next year.

See More Camp Sights on Pages 10 & 11
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Victory in Jesus.
“Come to me, all who labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you, and learn from me, for I am gentle
and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for
your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.” Matthew 11:28-30 ESV

What a beautiful day to baptize a new child
into Christ.

Bill Wharton takes Katiana’s confession of
faith as Oksana translates for the Americans.
Victory in Jesus as Victor Samoylov, minister of the Kirovo church, lifts his hands in
celebration. David Reed, on right, assisted
in Katiana’s baptism.
For Comment and Support Contact:
Michael Lawson
Russian-Ukraine Ministry
412 E Second Ave
Lenoir City, TN 37771-2512
e-mail: russian.ukraineministry@charter.net
Or,
William L. "Bill" Wharton, Evangelist
Russian/Ukrainian Ministry
9044 SW 79th Ave, Gainesville FL 32608-8722
E-mail: wlwmail@yahoo.com

The Church assembly in Kirovo.
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